What are the best reasons to keep the existing clubhouse? Place one sticky dot next to each of the reasons you find most important.

**Reasons to Keep the Existing Clubhouse**

**OTHER:**
- Existing Clubhouse Location remains where it’s always been
- Retains current look, feel and function of the clubhouse
- Maximizes use of existing structures
- No changes to existing traffic or parking patterns
- Minimizes risk of traffic disruption on 23rd
- Less potential change to existing practice facilities (greens, driving range, etc.)
Potential Relocated Clubhouse

Reasons to Relocate the Clubhouse

TREES: Less potential impact to significant groupings of trees

VIEWS: Less potential impact to significant groupings of trees on downtown/skyline views

GRADING: Provides more opportunity for water quality

GRADING: Reduces clubhouse flooding risk by removing it from the lowest point on the course

OTHER: Less construction impact on the community

OTHER: Greater opportunity for golf operations/playability (e.g., returning nines, more efficient practice facilities, etc.)

OTHER: Better opportunity for north/south pedestrian connection in the middle of the course

OTHER: More opportunity for efficient and sustainable clubhouse design/layout

What are the best reasons to move the clubhouse? Place one sticky dot next to each of the reasons you find most important.

Other Reasons or Additional Comments:

[Blank space for comments]